Neurones tuned for second-order stimuli--those which have edges defined by properties other than luminance and colour--have been frequently observed in prestriate cortex and in area V2 there are neurones which explicitly and unambiguously signal the orientation of purely subjective contours, i. . This result supports the assertion that the cortical processes responsible for real contour perception are also those giving rise to subjective contour perception. The data reported here further examined this hypothesis. Four experiments show that purely subjective contours exhibit both direct and indirect tilt aftereffects and tilt illusions like those observed with real contours. Further, they provide evidence that direct and indirect subjective contour effects, like direct and indirect real contour effects, arise via the operation of two mechanisms: a low level process, possibly lateral inhibition between orientation channels, and a second "higber-order" process. The data suggest that processing of orientation information beyond the striate cortex is similar to that which occurs in area V1 and the data are consistent with models of contour processing which assume that all perceived contours, both real and subjective, arise from a common mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Two examples of subjective contours are shown in Fig. 1 . In one case [Fig. l(a) ] the vertical subjective contours appear as a continuation of the inducing elements, so that the real and the subjective contours in the figure share a common orientation. In the other case [Fig. l(b) ] the vertical subjective contour is seen along the interdigitated terminations of the concentric arcs and there is insignificant shared orientation between the real and subjective contours. Because a Fourier analysis of Fig. l(a) would reveal power at the orientation of the subjective contour but a similar analysis of Fig. l(b) would not, the latter may be termed "purely subjective contours" (Vogels & Orban, 1987; Paradiso, Shimojo & Silverman, 1989) .
von der Heydt and Peterhans (1989) described some of the neurophysiological concomitants of subjective contour perception in macaque monkey. They reported that "contours bridging gaps" [Fig. l(a) ] caused excitation of some orientation selective neurones in both visual areas V1 and V2. In area V1, neurones generally responded only when both the gaps and the real contour elements of the stimulus were within the cells' receptive fields. If real lines were added to the stimuli, joining the real edges so as to close the gap, most area V1 neurones continued to respond much as before. In area V2 the pattern of responses was different: 32% of orientation selective neurones signalled the gap bridging contour even when the inducing elements were outside the receptive fields; and closing the gap with lines caused activity in these neurones to be reduced or abolished. Despite these differences, it is clear that processing of such gap bridging seems to occur at the earliest stages of cortical processing and thus is not unique to any visual cortical region.
In the case of "purely subjective contours" [Fig. l(b) ] von der Heydt and reported that no orientation sensitive neurones in area V1 responded to such contours. However 44% of orientation sensitive neurones in area V2 did signal the purely subjective contour. Nearly 16% of neurones did so without also signalling the orientation of the inducing elements. In evaluating their findings, von der Heydt and Peterhans (1955) and other similar stimuli (e.g. Weisstein, Maguire & Berbaum, 1977; Smith & Over, 1979) are sufficient stimuli for some area VI neurones. (b) "Purely subjective contours" are believed by some to stimulate no area V I neurones, but are sufficient stimuli for some area V2 cells (see footnote below). (1989, p. 1744) highlighted the uniqueness of these stimuli, and the distinctions that can be made between area V1 and area V2 neurones in response to such stimuli:
"'Many cells in V2 responded maximally to an anomalous-contour stimulus when the contour had the same orientation as the optimum bar stimulus; however, in the Fourier plane, the bar has all its energy concentrated near the axis perpendicular to its orientation, while the anomalous-contour stimulus has zero energy on this axis ... The cells thus signalled an orientation that is not represented at all in the Fourier spectrum. Conversely, often, they did not signal the orientation of the [inducing] gratings which is heavily represented [in the Fourier plane]."
It seems reasonable, therefore, to conclude that purely subjective contours are not encoded explicitly in the visual system earlier than area V2, and while area V1 must have a role in their processing, it seems to provide no unambiguous information about such contours. Interestingly, Jeffreys (1977) reached a similar conclusion on the basis of completely different evidence. In his study Jeffreys examined the evoked potentials associated with subjective contour perception and found them around a prestriate area exhibiting retinotopic organisation. He suggested area V2 and/or area V3 as the probable and unique cortical locus for the encoding of subjective contour stimuli.* vonder Heydt and Peterhans have developed a model of contour perception such that real, purely subjective, and gap bridging contours all arise via similar processes.
*Recently, Grosof, Shapley and Hawken (1993) have reported that VI cells do respond to subjective contours formed by interdigitated sine wave gratings but these may have been adequate stimuli for real contour selective neurones (van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1994) . Skottun (1994) has also pointed out that "... with a certain combination of drift speeds and temporal tuning a neuron may be stimulated optimally by an illusory contour at the optimal orientation for gratings and bars in spite of the fact that the illusory contour has no energy at this specific orientation" (p. 364). While this may be an artefact in the neurophysiological studies, it is not in the present experiments where subjects fixated a stationary display.
In essence, they assert the perception of edges, lines, or contours involves a two stage process and the perception of contours or edges, where they do not actually exist, represents what is effectively an error or ambiguity arising from that process. Such errors arise because the system has developed strategies for interpolating edges where they are sometimes occluded (vonder Heydt & Peterhans, 1989 : Peterhans &von der Heydt, 1989 . Different stages of the edge perception process are thought to give rise to different types of error and these are mirrored in different types of anomalous edges. Thus gap bridging contours probably represent an earlier stage in the process than do purely subjective contours, but both arise from the one process.
There are neurophysiological and psychophysical data linking the purely subjective contour tuned cells in V2 with quantified perceptual phenomena. For example, subjective edges appear less compelling when fewer inducing elements are present (Lesher & Mingolla, 1993) an under that condition subjective contour sensitive neurones decrease responsiveness (vonder Heydt & Peterhans, 1989) . Also, Vogels and Orban (1987) showed that orientation discrimination for purely subjective contours and real lines is similar, a finding also reflected in neurophysiological data (Peterhans & von der Heydt, 1993) . Paradiso et al. (1989) found subjective contour orientation aftereffects apparently similar to those observed with real contours.
Taken together these findings suggest strong similarities in the nature of the processing to which real and purely subjective contours are subject, a suggestion which has been made elsewhere (Berkley, Debruyn & Orban, 1994) . If this is so, some additional effects observed with real contours should also be observable with subjective contours. The experiments reported here were designed to explore this possibility, in relation to aspects of the tilt aftereffect (TAE) and the tilt illusion (TI). The TAE paradigm used here refers to the illusory tilt of a truly vertical contour following adaptation to a tilted contour while the TI refers to a similar illusory tilt when the vertical test contour and the tilted inducing contour are simultaneously presented.
GENERAL METHODS

Subjects
All subjects used in these experiments were undergraduate psychology students at the University of Sydney who took part either to obtain nominal course credit or to meet a requirement of an advanced course. All had normal or corrected to normal acuity and none was stereoblind to random-dot stereograms. All subjects were naive to the aims of the experiments in which they participated.
Apparatus
Stimuli were presented in a modified Gerbrands A4 four channel tachistoscope (Arlington, Mass.). Individual channels were used alone, or in combination, to present stimuli. Each channel was aligned to ensure the centres of all displays coincided and each had been modified in several ways. A circular black mask was inserted into each channel such that each field, as viewed by a subject, would lie within a circular boundary. This eliminated all cues to vertical and horizontal. A metal plate was attached to the end of each channel, behind the circular mask, and the plate in turn was attached to an externally mounted and manually controlled protractor which allowed reading to the nearest 0.25 deg. This allowed the experimenter, but not the subject, to set and monitor the orientation of the stimulus. A polaroid filter was inserted in each channel with a second set of polaroids placed in the subjects' viewing aperture. Together, all filters could be adjusted to allow a stimulus in any channel to be viewed by a subject through either eye or both. Surrounding the viewing aperture was a rubber mask which served to hold the subject's head steady throughout the experiment. Co-ordination of stimulus presentation was controlled by an external timer (Gerbrands 300 series millisecond timer) with a manual trigger controlled by the experimenter. Stimuli were produced using Pagestream 2.0 (Soft-Logik Publishing Corp.) on an Amiga 2000 computer output on an Apple Laserwriter II, then glued to magnetized rubber disks, which were in turn affixed to the metal plate at the end of the required channel. Contours were initially aligned with gravitational vertical and then tilted appropriately as required. Subjective contours were constructed by generating a series of concentric circles with lines 3 min arc thick. The concentric circles were then bisected and the two resultant halves offset with respect to one and other such that each semicircular element terminated at a point midway between two contours in the opposite hemifield. The line of discontinuity defined by the terminators of the semicircles clearly defined a purely subjective contour [ Fig. 1 (b) ] of the type used by vonder .
A black ring was placed around the outer edge of the stimulus. This ring had an outer diameter of 8.5 deg and an inner diameter of 7.6 deg. Subjective contour test stimuli were similarly created such that the test subjective contour had an extent of 2 deg. The rest of the field, within the 7.6 deg ring, was blank (see Fig. 3 ). Subjective contour adapting stimuli (aftereffects) and inducing stimuli (illusions) had the subjective contour defined from one edge of the black ring across the entire field to the outer edge of the black ring, except for a 2 deg diameter blank circular area at the centre in which the test contour was presented. All dark contours had a luminance (LMIN) of 0.2 cd/m 2 and all white backgrounds had a luminance (LMAx) of 3.8 cd/m 2. Thus the Michelson contrast ([LMAx --LMlN]/[LMAx q-LMIN]) of these stimuli was 0.9. Blank fields which were presented after flashed test stimuli while the subject made a decision had the same space average luminance as the experimental fields, 3.0 cd/m 2.
Procedure
All testing took place in a darkened laboratory. Subjects were required to judge the orientation of a subjective contour as being tilted left or right of vertical. A staircase technique was used to establish each subject's point of subjective vertical (PSV), with two staircase measures taken under each condition. Each experimental treatment was preceded by a pretest control staircase from which the subject's initial PSV for that treatment was established and pretest stimuli consisted of just the test contour. Each pretest was followed immediately by the treatment staircase and pretest/test pairs were pseudo-randomly ordered in each experiment. Each staircase commenced with the test contour oriented randomly within 10 deg of vertical.
Step size was 3.0 deg initially, but reduced to 1.0 deg after four reversals. In all, 10 reversals were run per staircase, with the PSV calculated as the mean of the last six. Following each stimulus presentation subjects viewed a blank field until the decision as to the orientation of the contour just presented was made. Such decisions were signalled verbally and the response was recorded manually by the experimenter, who also triggered the next presentation. The magnitude of the effect for any subject on a condition was calculated as the difference between the test and pretest means. All subjects were tested monocularly, the test field being presented to the right eye.
EXPERIMENT 1
Part of the evidence which suggests that real and purely subjective contours are similarly treated once encoded is the observation that purely subjective contours, like real contours, exhibit TAEs (Paradiso et al., 1989) . However, although Paradiso et al. measured TAE magnitude as a function of inducing orientation, the largest inducing orientation they used was 50 deg. Yet when the full range of inducing orientations is used real contour TAEs do not simply fall to zero around 5~60 deg and remain there; rather, they change direction to produce a distinctive asymmetrically "S" shaped angular function, a function often reported previously (e.g. Gibson & Radner, 1937; Morant & Harris, 1965; O'Toole & Wenderoth, 1977) . This function is represented schematically in Fig. 2 . One way of describing the function is to say that for small inducing tilts (e.g. 15 deg) the vertical test contours appears pushed away from the inducer in orientation (a positive effect) but for larger inducing orientations (e.g. 75 deg) the test appears attracted towards the inducing orientation (a negative effect). Gibson and Radner (1937) termed these "direct" and "indirect" effects respectively.
It has been proposed that real contour TAEs reflect the operation of two different mechanisms, a low level VI mechanism which underlies the direct effect; and a higher level mechanism which accounts for the indirect effect and has to do with global orientation constancy (Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1988a, b; Wenderoth, van der Zwan & Williams, 1993) . The evidence (see Expts 3 and 4 below) relates to a double dissociation: one kind of manipulation reduced direct but not indirect effects whereas another reduced indirect but not direct effects (Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1988a) .
Clearly then, if it is true that real and subjective contours are processed similarly, subjective contours would be expected to induce indirect effects. The aim of Expt 1 was to measure the magnitude ofa TAE induced with purely subjective contours, as a function of the orientations of the inducing contour ranging from vertical (0deg) to horizontal (90deg) in 15 deg steps, to ascertain whether the angular function would resemble that obtained with real contours (Fig. 2) .
Method Subjects
Sixteen advanced undergraduates took part in this experiment.
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus and stimuli used in this experiment were as described earlier and the stimuli are shown in Fig. 3 .
Procedure
Using the staircase technique, each subject was tested twice under each of seven experimental conditions, once at each inducing angle: 0 (vertical), 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 (horizontal) deg. Counterbalanced clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) rotations were used. The experiment used repeated measures in a simple one-way design. Each treatment staircase was preceded by a pretest staircase, so that each subject completed 14 staircases, with pretest/test pairs randomly ordered. After the pretest staircase, subjects viewed the appropriate adapting field for 60 sec. After 50 sec the adapting field flashed off and on for 100 msec, a cue to subjects that the test contour would soon be presented. After 60 sec the adapting field disappeared, was replaced by a blank field for 500 msec, and then the test contour flashed for 1.6 sec. Subjects decided whether the test contour was tilted left or right of vertical and signalled this to the experimenter. Immediately tbllowing this decision subjects were again presented with the adapting . The adapting and test stimuli used in Expt 1. The adapting stimulus (a) was adjusted to the appropriate orientation for each condition. Subjects were instructed to "look to the centre" of this ligure during adaptation. The test figure (b) had to be judged as tilted CW or CCW of vertical. Presented simultaneously, these stimuli were also used to measure the purely subjective contour T1 in Expt 4.
stimulus for a 10sec ~'top-up", before again being presented with the test stimulus. After each pair of staircases subjects were given a 3 min break, during which they were encouraged to look around the darkened laboratory. Instructions to subjects consisted simply of a description of the task to judge the test contour as tilted left or right of vertical and a description of the adaptation-test presentation procedure, including the requirement not to fixate any one point during this period. Each subject was then given five practice trials, with the test contour presented at random orientations within l0 deg of vertical. No feedback was given as to the success or otherwise of these judgments. Prior to commencement of the experiment the instructions were briefly reiterated, with clarification made as required.
Results
Clear evidence for both direct and indirect TAEs was obtained. For each including orientation, a set of t-tests was used to compare the CW and CCW groups. None of these comparisons was significantly different, so scores were collapsed across direction of induction. All measures were normalized such that direct effects were scored as positive and indirect effects as negative. Means and standard errors at each of the orientations tested are shown in Fig. 4 .
The function depicted is clearly asymmetrical and "S'" shaped, with the sign of the function changing between 50 and 55 deg. It is interesting to note that the direct and indirect effects are similar, proportionally, to real contour effects, i.e. virtual axis effects are approximately half the size of real axis effects. An analysis of variance for repeated measures with trend analysis revealed significant linear (F~.60= 63.02, P <0.0001), quadratic (Fi,6o = 8.04, P = 0.0056), cubic (Fi.60 = 103.12, P < 0.0001) and quartic trends (Fi, 60 = 8.22 , P = 0.0052).
No higher trends were significant (quintic, Ft,6o = 2.796, P =0.0979; sextic, FL~o= 1.109, P =0.2951). A set of directional t-tests, which examined each mean separately, revealed that at all inducing orientations other than vertical (i.e. 0 deg, t~ = 0.067, P = 0.47) and horizontal (i.e, 90deg, tt5 =-0.69, P = 0.25), significant aftereffects were obtained and that these were in the predicted directions (15deg, tl5 = 7.78, P < 0.0001; 30deg, t~5 = 4.77, P < 0.0001; 45 deg, t15 = 3.58, P = 0.0014; 60 deg, t~5 = -2.88, P = 0.0057; 75 deg, tt5 = -4.35, P = 0.0003). These findings are congruent with those typically observed for real contour TAEs (see Morant & Harris, 1965; O'Toole & Wenderoth, 1977; Wenderoth & Beh, 1977) and provide some evidence that subjective contour TAEs are like those induced with real contours.
Discussion
These findings show that the largest subjective contour TAEs are direct effects which occur when subjective adapting and test contours differ in orientation by about 15 deg. The TAEs decrease to zero as the inducing-test orientation difference increases up to around 50 deg, a pattern matching that reported by Paradiso et al. (1989) . The present study also indicates that for larger differences in orientation, from approx. 55 deg and up to 90 deg, indirect effects occurred and were largest at about 75 deg. Thus, like the real contour TAE, the purely subjective contour TAE exhibits both direct and indirect effects and these effects are significant across a range of inducing angles.
An interesting feature of these data is that apparently robust indirect effects were observed. Using real contours a number of workers have found it difficult to elicit such effects when TIs were generated by small acute angles (Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973; Virsu & Taskinen, 1975; Wenderoth & Johnson, 1985; Wenderoth, O'Connor & Johnson, 1986) . On the other hand, indirect effects do occur when the inducing stimulus is a large grating, or when there are relatively long, intersecting inducing and test contours (Gibson & Radner, 1937; Morant & Harris, 1965; O'Toole & Wenderoth, 1977) . This can be interpreted as reflecting the operation of global rather than local mechanisms (Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987) . The stimulus configuration used in this experiment is more complex than a simple acute angle but probably most closely resembles two intersecting lines like those used by Gibson and Radner (1937) and Morant and Harris (1965) both of whom reported robust indirect effects.
In the model proposed by vonder Heydt and Peterhans (1989) the relationship between the orientation of the end-stopped cell and the subjective contour they eventually signal is such that if the inducing subjective contour is tilted, say 15 deg CW of vertical, and the test contour is oriented truly vertically, the angular difference between the two subjective contours is the same as the angular difference between the oriented end-stopped cells signalling each of them (see von der , Fig. 22, p. 1746 . One consequence of this might be that interactions between the end-stopped cells are responsible for at least the direct aftereffects reported here, or some component of them. That is, the function depicted in Fig. 4 might not be a subjective contour effect at all, but a real contour effect mediated by the oriented end-stopped cells. Two factors suggest this not to be the case. First, end-stopped cells, like other orientation selective cells are set up in a structured retinotopic array. Most of the cells signalling the terminations of the inducing elements are separated by some distance, particularly those signalling the test contour and those signalling the inducing contour. Inhibitory interactions would be reduced, therefore, and direct effects arising from such interactions attenuated (Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1988a) . Second, real contour interactions do not generate indirect effects when induced with acute angles. At some inducing orientations, the terminations of the inner-inducing elements are close to the terminations of the outer test elements. For the end-stopped cells signalling those terminations, the stimulus most closely resembles only an acute angle. It seems unlikely, therefore, that interactions between oriented end-stopped cells can account for the angular function described here. More likely it reflects interactions between neurones tuned for orientation and selective for subjective contours.
EXPERIMENT 2
Several studies have suggested that TAEs and TIs arise via similar processes and are part of a family of orientation misperceptions which also include the rodand-frame illusion and two-dimensional TIs and TAEs (see Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987 for a review). If this is so, it should be possible to observe a purely subjective contour TI. The aim of Expt 2 was to test this hypothesis and to measure the angular function which was predicted to be similar to that observed for the TAE in Expt 1. The conditions used in this experiment were the same as those in Expt 1.
The purely subjective contour TI stimulus was similar to that used to induce the aftereffect in Expt 1. Unlike the TAE stimuli, which were viewed successively and in which the two subjective contours appeared quite salient, this was a more complex display. The stimuli were presented simultaneously and the subjective contours were still easily perceived but casual observation re-vealed that it was sometimes difficult to separate centre and surround perceptually, particularly for small differences in orientation. Given that continuous viewing was not used, some modifications to the design of the experiment were included and these are described below.
Methods' Subjects
Ten undergraduates from the volunteer population acted as subjects. For the reasons described above it was decided to use naive but experienced observers so that all subjects had taken part in previous experiments. None had previously been debriefed. The number of available subjects was thus constrained to the 10 who volunteered.
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus remained unchanged from the previous experiments. Stimuli were as depicted in Fig. 3 .
Procedure
A staircase paradigm was used, with each trial consisting of a 2 sec presentation of the inducing field surrounding the test field.* As for the previous experiments, subjects were required to make a two-alternative, forcedchoice decision as to whether the test field appeared tilted left or right of vertical. The staircases again ran for 10 reversals, with pretest and test staircases following each other at each of the seven inducing orientations, which were randomized. Inducing orientations were 0 (vertical), 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 or 90 (horizontal) deg. Only CW inducing orientations were examined in this experiment, given that no differences between CW and CCW have been found previously. Effects were calculated as for Expt 1. Intercondition intervals were 3 min, with consecutive trials commencing 5 sec after subjects had made a decision for the previous trial. Test staircases followed pretest staircases by 5 sec. Prior to commencing the experiment, subjects completed l0 practice trials; five with the test alone and five with the inducing field present. The orientation of the inducing contour on these trials was randomized between 90deg CW and 90 deg CCW of vertical. All other procedures were as for Expt 1.
Results
The angular function of the TIs obtained is shown in Fig. 5 . Analyses were similar to those used in Expt 1.
Except for the 0, 60 and 90 deg conditions, all illusions were individually significant (0 deg, t v = 0.005, P=0.9961; 15deg, t9=4.684, P=0.0005; 30deg, tg= 5.089, P =0.0003; 45deg, t~ = !.995, P = 0.0412; *Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988b) have shown that for real contours the magnitude of the direct and possibly indirect effect can be modulated by test stimulus duration, the magnitude varying for "flash" durations up to 1600 msec. While it was not tested formally, a duration of 2 sec was used here as it seemed sufficiently long to approximate continuous viewing. 60 deg, t9 = -1.563, P = 0.0763; 75 deg, t 9 = --2.903, P = 0.0088; 90 deg, t9 = 0.403, P = 0.6967). This result was as for Expt 1, except for the non-significant TI in the 60 deg inducing condition which is probably a type II error possibly attributable to the lack of power of this experiment to detect small differences which was constrained by the smaller number of subjects. Trend analyses were carried out as in Expt 1. Linear (FL9=28.402, P<0.001) and cubic (FI.9=51.896, P < 0.0001) trends were significant while the quadratic (FL9 = 1.889, P = 0.1750), quartic (FL9 = 1.488, P = 0.2278), quintic (FI. 9 : 2.489, P = 0.1205) and sextic (Fj,9 = 0.003, P = 0.9592) trends were not. Recall that a significant quadratic trend was observed in Expt 1. The non-significant quadratic trend observed in Expt 2 does not imply that the two sets of data are markedly different. Examination of the variance revealed that in Expt 1 quadratic trend accounted for < 3% of the total variation observed and here it accounts for a little more than 1%. Compare that with the linear and cubic trends, which together account for nearly 57% of the variance observed in the TAE data, and for 53% of the variance observed here. Clearly these latter trends are the most meaningful components of the angular variation observed in these two experiments. The quadratic trend difference merely indicates that the direct effect was relatively much larger than the indirect effect in Expt l, compared with Expt 2. Thus while these results are not identical to those of Expt 1, there is sufficient similarity to assert they support the hypothesis that real and subjective contour orientation misperceptions arise via similar processes.
EXPERIMENT 3
The general aim of this and the following experiment was to determine whether purely subjective contour direct and indirect effects can be attributed to the same neural mechanisms as their real contour induced counterparts. Specifically, the aim was to test whether the purely subjective contour direct and indirect effects PURELY SUBJECTIVE CONTOUR TILT AFTEREFFECTS 2553 have different mechanisms following the procedures of Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) .
Several observations have suggested that different mechanisms might generate direct and indirect effects. First, indirect effects are difficult to observe, depending critically on the particular stimulus configuration being used. Direct effects are robust, and can be observed with a large range of different inducing stimuli. Second, the presence or absence of vertical or horizontal edges can determine whether indirect effects occur: no cues to these meridia must be visible if the indirect effect is to be observed (K/Shler & Wallach, 1944) . In contrast to these observations on the sensitivity of the indirect effect, the magnitudes of the direct TI, and the Z/Sllner illusion, are reduced when the components of the inducing display are separated spatially. A separation of 1 deg completely eliminates the Z611ner illusion (Wallace, 1969) , while others have shown that similar gaps in the display can reduce or eliminate the TI (Tolhurst & Thompson, 1975; Virsu & Taskinen, 1975) . Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) reasoned that if lateral inhibition (Blakemore, Carpenter & Georgeson, 1970) gives rise to direct effects, while indirect effects arise from some other process, manipulations of stimulus parameters which are thought to reduce lateral inhibition should reduce the direct effect but not the indirect effect. Conversely, they argued, if a manipulation of the stimulus reduces the indirect effect, and the neural interactions to which it can be attributed do not include lateral inhibition, then the direct effect should remain unaffected. Manipulating differences in spatial frequency, spatial location and spatial extent did reduce direct effects, as predicted. Wenderoth and Johnstone found, also as predicted, that indirect effects were not diminished by such changes. Wenderoth and Johnstone explained this pattern of results by arguing that neurones in area Vl are systematically and tightly tuned for orientation, spatial frequency and spatial location. Introducing differences in spatial properties between test and inducing stimuli serves to reduce inhibitory interactions between neurones signalling the two components thus reducing the direct effect.
That the indirect effect was not reduced by such manipulations pointed to a second mechanism. Wenderoth and Johnstone found that a luminance-defined square frame around the entire test and inducing stimuli reduced indirect effects but not direct effects, again as predicted: they suggested that the luminance frame acted like a "frame of reference", anchoring orientations and they suggested that it has this anchoring effect via extrastriate regions where many neurones have tuning characteristics which are modulated by stimulus features outside the classical receptive field (see Allman, Miezin & McGuiness, 1985a, b) .
We decided to employ the manipulations which Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) used to selectively reduce either real contour direct or indirect effects. Of the four manipulations they used--introduction of gaps between inducing and test fields, introduction of spatial frequency differences, changing inducing annulus thickness and introduction of a luminance frame oriented at or near the primary meridia--only the first (Expt 3) and last (Expt 4) were thought applicable to this study. It is not clear what is the purely subjective contour equivalent to spatial frequency; and, with regard to annulus thickness, it has been demonstrated, both psychophysically and neurophysiologically, that decreasing the number of inducing contours decreases the effective salience of a purely subjective contour (Lesher & Mingolla, 1993; von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989) . Thus a manipulation of this nature would confound subjective contour salience and inducing annulus thickness.
The specific aim of Expt 3, therefore, was to examine the effect of a gap between the inducing and test fields on the subjective contour TAE.
Method Subjects
There were 15 undergraduate psychology students, all from the volunteer population.
Apparatus and stimuli
These were as for Expt 1, except that the adapting field was restricted in extent and in its spatial relation to the test field. These differences are described below.
Procedure
Four conditions were tested: two gap sizes (0 and 1.4 deg) at two angles of inducing tilt (15 and 75 deg) in a simple one-way, repeated-measures design. It was decided that just two orientations would be examined, one each representing direct and indirect subjective contour TAEs. Angles of 15 and 75 deg were selected for consistency with previous work on real contour effects but also because at these orientations the largest effects were observed in Expt 1. The inducing stimulus differed from that used in the earlier experiments only in the introduction of the gap (see Fig. 6 ) and all other stimulus parameters were as for Expt 1. There was some concern that introducing a 1.4 deg gap would reduce the salience of a purely subjective contour, just as decreasing the number of inducing contours does. In order to overcome this the same number of inducing contours (six) were used in the directly abutting annulus as a b FIGURE 6. The inducing stimuli used in Expt 3 illustrating (a) the inducing stimulus used in the gap condition, and (b) the inducing stimulus used in the no-gap condition. The subjective contour was oriented at either 15 or 75 deg CW of vertical.
were used in the annulus with the gap. The inducing stimulus described in the earlier experiments was modified in the abutting condition by removing the outer half of its arcs wheres the gap annulus was produced by removing the inner half of the arcs. During the experiment subjects were given a 5 min break between the conditions, the condition order having been randomized for each subject. All other procedures were as in Expt 1.
Results
The mean illusions obtained under the four conditions are shown in Fig. 7 .
The data were analysed using a one-way repeatedmeasures design with three planned orthogonal contrasts. The direct effect condition with no gap produced an aftereffect of 3.51 deg (SE = 0.389), similar to that obtained for the equivalent condition in Expt 1 (3.22 deg). When the gap was introduced, this aftereffect was reduced to 1.21 deg (SE = 0.538), a significant reduction (F1.H = 17.067, P = 0.0002). Examination of the individual means revealed that although the direct effect was reduced by the introduction of the gap, it was still significantly different from zero (no gap, t~4 = 9.022, P < 0.0001; gap, t~4 = 2.252, P = 0.0205). That is, the gap reduced but did not eliminate the direct aftereffect, as reported for real contours by Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) . Conversely, the indirect effect showed no modulation in response to the introduction of the gap. At 75 deg with no gap the aftereffect was -1.24deg (SE = 0.335), again congruent with the similar condition in Expt 1 (-1.06 deg). Even after introducing the gap, the indirect aftereffect was -1.22 deg (SE = 0.361). The difference between these was not significant (FL~ 4 = 0.01, P = 0.9696) but both means were significantly different from zero (no gap, q4'=-3.708, P=0.0012: gap, t~4 = -3.381, P = 0.0023). A final contrast showed that the direct (15 deg) conditions were significantly different from the indirect (75deg) that real and subjective contour effects arise via similar mechanisms.
Discussion
The most parsimonious explanation of the results of Expt 3 is that orientation sensitive neurones in area V2 are subject to local interactions comparable to those to which orientation-sensitive neurones in area VI are subject. It may be postulated, then, that both real and subjective contour direct effects arise from lateral inhibitory interactions in the orientation domain (Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1988a) . The fact that the indirect effect was not reduced in the gap condition suggests that real and subjective contour indirect effects may have common mechanisms. Experiment 4 was designed to establish whether the magnitude of purely subjective contour indirect effects can be reduced by a surrounding frame in a fashion similar to that of the magnitude of real contour indirect effects and whether direct effects are unaffected by this manipulandum, as is the case with real contour direct effects.
EXPERIMENT 4
Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) demonstrated that indirect TIs can were eradicated when a "frame-of-reference" surrounded the stimulus field. They argued that if the direct TI was not affected by rectilinear frames but the indirect TI was affected, then that would be evidence against a common mechanism underlying both. They demonstrated that a frame-of-reference oriented along the primary meridian, or tilted up to 5 deg from that position, was sufficient to eradicate indirect TIs while leaving direct TIs unperturbed. This was true even in the absence of instructions to subjects about the frame. Subsequently, it has been shown that indirect but not direct effects induced by two dimensional stimuli (plaids) are also modulated by surrounding frames (Wenderoth & van der Zwan, 1989 , 1991 .
The aim of this experiment was to measure the impact of a surrounding vertical luminance square frame on purely subjective contour direct and indirect TAEs. If purely subjective contour TAEs are the perceptual consequence of processes similar to those giving rise to real contour aftereffects, inclusion of a frame around the stimulus should result in attenuation of the subjective contour indirect effect but not of the direct effect.
Methods
Subjects
Fifteen undergraduates from the population described were used for Expt 3.
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus was as for the previous experiments. The stimuli were those used in Expt 1, except that surrounding the adapting and test displays, in two of the four conditions was a luminance square frame. This frame had sides that subtended 10 deg v.a., and pre-sented a dark border around the stimulus. Like the inducing contours, the frame had a luminance of 0.2 cd/m 2.
Procedure
Four conditions were tested in a simple one-way, repeated-measures design: two adapting angles (15 and 75 deg) each with and without a frame. The frames were placed into the tachistoscope between trials when they were required. Identical frames were used in both the channel containing the adapting field and the channel containing the test field, and were placed in the same place as the adapting and test stimuli. Insertion of the frames was achieved without the subjects being aware that anything was inserted into or removed from the tachistoscope by getting the subjects to turn their backs to the tachistoscope between all conditions. As all were naive and inexperienced observers this was not for them a departure from normal routine. At no stage was any reference to the frames made to the subjects. Condition order was randomised for each subject, and a 5 min break was given between conditions. All other procedures were as for the previous experiments.
Results
The mean aftereffects are shown in Fig. 8 and were as predicted on the basis of subjective contour effects arising from mechanisms similar to those which generate real contour direct and indirect effects. A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance with three planned orthogonal contrasts showed both the 15 and 75 deg inducing angles, without frames produced misperceptions comparable to those observed in the previous experiments; 3.29 deg (SE = 0.36) and -1.37 deg (SE = 0.31) respectively. Introducing a square luminance frame had no significant effect on the direct effect (F~,~4 = 0.100, P = 0.7533). The introduction of a square frame did significantly reduce the indirect effect (Fl.t4 = 10.118, P =0.0028). Finally, the average differ- ence between direct and indirect effects again was significant (FI, 14 = 131.601, P < 0.0001 ).
An examination of the individual means revealed all the aftereffects observed in this experiment were significant, except for the 75 deg/frame condition (t~4 = 0.88, P = 0.1974). This implies that the indirect effect was not simply reduced, but eradicated by the inclusion of the frame. That there was no suggestion that subjects had used the frame as a reference for making their judgements in the direct condition (15deg/frame) suggests that this is a real effect, and not an artefact of a change in strategy.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
These four experiments lend strength to the arguments of Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) that theories of orientation misperceptions formulated in terms of striate cortex mechanisms (e.g. Coltheart, 1971; Over, 1971; O'Toole & Wenderoth, 1977) are incomplete. These results strongly implicate area V2 mechanisms in such processes also. Experiment 1 confirmed the hypothesis that subjective contour aftereffects have similar mechanisms to their real contour counterparts by demonstrating that the effects have similar angular functions, exhibiting both direct and indirect effects. Experiment 2 demonstrated that a subjective contour TI occurs and that it has a virtually identical angular function to that of the TAE, which is also the case for real contour effects. The similarity between the two angular functions is sufficiently strong as to suggest subjective contour illusions and aftereffects share a common origin. While a range of other experiments could be carried out on subjective contour orientation misperceptions to further elucidate their mechanisms, on the basis of these four experiments there is sufficient evidence to conclude subjective contour TAEs can be regarded as equivalent to real contour aftereffects in more than just their perceptual similarity: it appears that the processes giving rise to these effects apparently are similar to those for real contours.
In a more broad context, these findings lend weight to the theories of vonder Heydt and in which they argue that subjective contours arise via mechanisms normally giving rise to the perception of real contours. In their model, the visual system has developed a number of strategies for overcoming problems of occlusion encountered when three-dimensional space is mapped onto two dimensions. These strategies include the use of end-stopped cells to interpolate edges from spatially discontinuous information, and the perception of contours or edges where they do not exist is a side effect arising from the two stage process they describe (vonder Heydt & Peterhans, 1989; Peterhans & yon der Heydt, 1989) . If this is true it follows logically that subjective contours should be subject to the same types of processing to which real contours are subject, because they are not distinguished as different from real edges by the visual system. The data reported here are evidence that this is the case. If it should subsequently be accepted that VI cells can in fact process purely subjective contours, as has been suggested (Grosof et al., 1993; Skottun, 1994) this would simply strengthen our conclusion.
In psychophysical terms the important difference between real and subjective contour effects is their site of origin in the cortex. Purely subjective contours are encoded unambiguously first in area V2 and it seems reasonable that any differences that might be found between subjective contour effects and real contour effects can be attributed to differences in processing occurring in areas V I and V2. These experiments indicate such differences seem not to be evident in the processing of orientation information so that processing once thought to occur exclusively in area VI seems to occur in area V2. This is not always true for other types of processing. For example, it has been shown recently that while real contour TAEs are not affected by periods of rivalry during their induction (Wade & Wenderoth, 1978) subjective contour aftereffects are diminished in magnitude under such conditions (van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1994) . van der Zwan and Wenderoth argued that this difference might be attributable to differences in monocularity and binocularity in areas V1 and V2: there are large numbers of neurones in area V I which are monocular while area V2 is almost exclusively binocular. On the basis of the data described here such differences seem not to be important in terms of orientation processing. However, that such strong similarities were observed here suggests that it might be useful to more carefully examine the effect of rivalry on real and subjective contour TAEs because while significant numbers of cells in area VI are monocular, binocular cells can be found there also. If, as van der Zwan and Wenderoth (1994) suggest, binocular rivalry is the result of binocular and not monocular interactions, some reduction in real contour TAEs induced during rivalry might be expected.
If lateral inhibitory interactions in the orientation domain account for direct effects, both TAE and TI, what might explain indirect effects? Previous theories of the TAE have not been successful in this case. Originally, Gibson and Radner (1937) suggested that the TAE occurs because inspection of a tilted inducing stimulus results in its "normalizing" towards the nearest primary meridian, horizontal or vertical. Normalization, caused a subsequently presented stimulus to be shifted in the same direction in which the normalization had taken place, as if the entire orientation frame of reference was rotated. On this view, the S-shaped function occurs because normalization is towards vertical for inducing tilts < 45 deg but towards horizontal for larger tilts. It is this idea which led Gibson and Radner to refer to "direct effects" (the effect of vertical normalization on a vertical test) and "indirect effects" (the effect of horizontal normalization on a vertical test). This theory has been criticised often (e.g. Morant & Harris, 1965; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987) , with its major shortcoming its prediction of a symmetrical angular function which is not observed and, in addition, Gibson and Radner's ad hoc account of the asymmetry (smaller indirect effects) has been dismissed. In place of normalization, K6hler and Wallach (1944) developed their "cortical satiation" theory to account for a number of effects, including the TAE. While it would now be considered unrealistic in a physiological sense, "satiation" can be seen as the forerunner to Carpenter and Blakemore's (1973) lateral inhibition theory. Neither of these theories can explain indirect effects and since Carpenter and Blakemore used a small acute angle stimulus, they had no need to explain the indirect effect because they did not obtain one.
There is another useful descriptive heuristic which can be used to describe direct and indirect effects and its major advantage is that it parsimoniously enables all interactions between oriented contours to be thought of as repulsion effects. A single inducing contour or grating has two axes of symmetry, one real axis corresponding to its orientation, the other a virtual axis orthogonal to the real contour axis. A truly vertical test contour or grating (referred to as the test field) can be made to appear tilted away from vertical if it has around it a single non-vertical contour or grating (the inducing field). The test field will appear tilted away from whichever axis of symmetry, real or virtual, of the inducing field is nearest vertical. Thus, a 15 deg CW tilted inducing field makes a vertical test field appear tilted CCW, a repulsion effect, but when the inducing field is tilted 75 deg CW its orthogonal virtual axis of symmetry is tilted 15 deg CCW and makes the vertical test field appear tilted CW (Fig. 2) , a repulsion effect away from the virtual axis but an apparent attraction effect in that the test appears more tilted towards the inducing tilt. It seems plausible to suppose that real axes produce larger effects than virtual axes because the latter act like real but weak, or low contrast, lines. In summary, the vertical test stimulus appears tilted away from whichever axis of symmetry of the inducing field is closest to it. As the inducing field is rotated from vertical to horizontal, first a real axes pushes the test one way rather strongly and then a virtual axis pushes it the other way but rather weakly. The asymmetry arises because real axis effects are stronger than virtual axis effects.
This idea developed in attempting to explain two-dimensional tilt illusions induced either by a tilted square frame or by a tilted plaid pattern. In that case, too, smaller indirect effects occur but the angular function in Fig. 2 occurs not within the range (~90 deg but within the range 045 deg, as if the virtual axes of symmetry of the inducing figure (the diagonal axes of the frame or the virtual bisectors of the plaid components) induced the smaller indirect effects (see Wenderoth & van der Zwan, 1991; Wenderoth et al., 1993) . That is, a square frame tilted 45 deg is an untilted diamond and a square frame tilted 30 deg CW is a diamond tilted 15 deg CCW. The indirect effect could thus be explained in terms of the perceived tilt of the inducing stimulus (Wenderoth, 1977) . Similarly, an inducing line or grating tilted 75 deg CW is also a horizontal line or grating tilted 15deg CCW. As Wenderoth and Johnstone (1988a) pointed out, in a dark laboratory without other cues this 15 deg CCW orientation could be coded as horizontal by extrastriate constancy mechanisms (Allman et al., 
